Senior Photo Dates 20182019
By Prestige Portraits
Senior Pictures by online appointment only.
On-campus Picture Dates:
Oct. 1 & 2
Auditorium 7:303:00
Nov. 15 & 16
Auditorium 7:303:00
Senior Panoramic and ’19 pic
Thurs., Jan. 24
Gym and Practice Field
**Dates and designated areas are subject to change.

NOTE: Seniors can start signing up for Senior Picture
appointments online. Students should have received a mailing a
few weeks ago from Prestige Portraits with an appointment code
and website that will allow them to make an appointment. Any
students who either lost their appointment card or want to
schedule an appointment at the Fort Myers studio instead can
call this Customer Service number 1-800-333-5066. During the
appointment for their formal yearbook pictures, Cap & Gown
pictures and casual pictures will be taken as well which will
NOT appear in the yearbook, but are just for your family’s
enjoyment!

SENIOR PICTURE DETAILS

Boys: Tux shirts, ties and jackets will be provided.
A white t-shirt can be worn under the tux shirt
(pants will not show).
Girls: Black drapes will be provided. Please wear a
spaghetti strap top that can be worn underneath this
garment (no racer backs).
All Seniors: Bring $20 on Picture Day (Cash or check written out to
Prestige Portraits.) You will be mailed picture package information
with your proofs (sample pictures). Wear something nice to school
that you would like to be wearing for your casual pictures which will
be taken during your appointment as well!

Sitting Fee Cost: $20 includes the formal sitting (Yearbook photo), a casual outfit
sitting, and a Cap & Gown sitting!
Note: For the casual sitting, you can bring props such as a Letterman’s jacket,
instrument, sports ball, ROTC uniform, etc. (the casual picture will not appear in the
yearbook.

Senior Pictures Notice: ~If you want your senior picture
in the yearbook, you must have it taken by Prestige
Portraits to make the pages look uniform.

